Food Service Establishment Inspection Summary Report

Operation: SOUTHSIDE COMMUNITY CENTER (ID: 502223 )
Facility Name: SOUTHSIDE COMMUNITY CENTER
Facility Code: 00751-01
Facility Address: 215 Partridge Street, Elmira, NY 14904

To the Attention of:
SOUTHSIDE COMMUNITY CENTER, INC.
Cathleen Deery
Attn: Cathleen Deery
Po Box 4187
Elmira, NY 14904
Email: sccdirector@outlook.com

Date: September 18, 2018 02:01 PM
Inspector: Zachary Brueckman (zbrueckman@co.chemung.ny.us)
Responsible Person: Brandy Nelson

Summary
Number of Public Health Hazards Found: 0
Number of Public Health Hazards NOT Corrected: 0
Number of Other Violations Found: 0

Each item found in violation is reported below along with the code requirement.

NO CRITICAL VIOLATIONS REPORTED

NO ADDITIONAL VIOLATIONS REPORTED
Additional Information Collected During Inspection

Comments: No violations observed during inspection. Facility has operational digital thermometer. Shredded cheese in bottom pull out drawer of homestyle refrigerator had a temperature of 43F. Whole tomato in homestyle refrigerator had a temperature of 44F. Observed test strips (chlorine) used to evaluate sanitizer in solution. Pre-packaged single serve cheese sticks observed at a temperature of 45F. Discussed storing cheese stick when being handed out for a snack to be cold held in tray filled with ice packs. Cheese sticks are a potentially hazardous time/temperature controlled for safety (PHF/TCS) food, and are to be cold held at 45F or less. No rodent evidence observed during inspection. Facility has stored all dry goods in large plastic bins with covers, preventing pest harborage.

Inspector: Zachary Brueckman  
(zbrueckman@co.chemung.ny.us)

Received by: Brandy Nelson